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INTRODUCTION

CRACKING THE TAX CODE

Tax law is convoluted and getting more complicated every day. Try read-
ing the Internal Revenue Code for ten minutes and you will feel like Alice 
in Wonderland chasing a rabbit down a rabbit hole. People often ask us 
why the tax law is so complicated. 

The reason for the complexity of our tax code is that it was not de-
signed simply to collect tax revenue—the truth is, our tax system was 
designed with many other goals in mind as well. Besides raising revenue, 
taxes are designed to both stimulate the economy and to influence social 
behavior. Tax benefits are provided to those who exhibit the intended 
behavior, while tax hurdles exist to discourage people from unwanted 
behavior. Investing in real estate is one of the behaviors that the gov-
ernment wants to encourage, so the tax code is filled with benefits and 
loopholes that incentivize us to use real estate to grow our wealth.

Contrary to popular belief, having a higher income doesn’t have to 
mean paying more in taxes. You may have heard that Amazon, the world’s 
largest retailer, paid zero income taxes in a year when it earned $9.4 
billion in net profits. This didn’t happen by chance—it was achieved 
with careful planning and utilization of the many loopholes that the 
government intentionally created for taxpayers. Amazon operated their 
business to stimulate the economy in the way the government intended, 
and as a result, the company was able to pay zero taxes. In other words, 
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there is nothing illegal about making $9.4 billion in profits and paying 
no taxes. If companies like Amazon can control how much tax they pay, 
how can we as real estate investors do the same? 

This book is designed to help answer this exact question. Believe it or 
not, tax breaks are not just for the multi-billion-dollar companies and 
the millionaire investors. Tax breaks exist for people from all walks of 
life, all types of professions, and all income levels.  

During speaking events, we meet many real estate investors with 
all types of backgrounds—from newbie investors looking for their first 
deal to seasoned investors with dozens of properties. We meet active 
investors involved in wholesale or fix-and-flip projects, as well as inves-
tors putting together syndications of large multifamily or commercial 
deals, and we truly enjoy speaking with them about their investments, 
strategies, and goals. 

Without fail, investors ask us questions they have about their own 
taxes. It’s extremely surprising to us that—even though most Americans 
know that the tax code favors real estate investors—most investors have 
no idea how to actually take advantage of these benefits. What can they 
deduct as real estate expenses? Why did their CPA say a home office is 
not available for real estate investors? Do they really need an LLC to take 
advantage of the real estate write-offs we shared from the stage?

When we wrote our first book, we intentionally chose topics that 
would be easy to explain. Our goal was to help investors build a solid 
foundation and understanding of some of the strategies that can be ap-
plied to everyday real estate investors. Of course, we could not end the 
story there. As real estate investors, it is important to take the next step 
toward more advanced tax-saving strategies. After all, why pay Uncle 
Sam more than required when the tax code is filled with loopholes for 
real estate investors?

Since the strategies discussed in this book may be more advanced, we 
have tried to simplify the calculations and scenarios as much as possible 
without losing any of the content. Our hope is that, regardless of your 
experience level in investing and taxes, you can find some golden nuggets 
here to help you save taxes year after year. As you will see in the real-life 
stories in this book, some of the strategies can help an investor create 
thousands—or even hundreds of thousands—of dollars in tax savings. 

The book is not designed to make you a tax expert, but to provide 
enough information so that you can ask your tax advisor the right ques-
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tions. Then you can have productive and strategic planning sessions to 
see how these strategies apply to your situation. 

Let’s face it: Taxes are not a sexy topic. In fact, the majority of Amer-
icans despise taxes and everything related to taxes. Although we can all 
agree that no one is thrilled to “pay” taxes, people dread taxes for many 
other reasons. Tax rules are thorny—many people have a fear of the tax 
code because of its complexity. Preparing for taxes can be tedious and 
time intensive. Although we file taxes every single year, preparing to 
do them can feel like a whole new learning process every time. Between 
understanding what we can deduct, which documents we need, and how 
to best organize the information, tax time can be a nightmare. Even af-
ter spending all that time, many of us may feel helpless and uncertain 
whether all that work actually helped to reduce our final tax bill. 

For most taxpayers, the fear of taxes results in a vicious cycle. We 
dread taxes, so we try not to think about taxes. As a result, we may not 
spend the time needed during the year to capture and track legitimate 
deductible expenses. The year goes by, and we realize once again that we 
cannot hide from Uncle Sam after all. So, in early April, we’re extreme-
ly stressed because we now have a very limited amount of time to get 
our income and expenses together before we need to meet with our tax 
preparers. We try our best to dig up receipts and throw them together 
quickly. Because we did not track our expenses throughout the year, we 
lose out on a lot of legitimate tax deductions because we simply cannot 
remember everything we spent money on during the past year. 

As a result, we end up with a large tax bill, just like the year before. 
We painfully write that check to the IRS and promise ourselves we will 
do better next year. It’s yet another horrible tax filing experience, and 
as we leave our tax preparer’s office, we let out a sigh of relief. Thank 
goodness, taxes are finally done, and we don’t need to worry about them 
until this time next year. . . . 

If you can relate to this, you are not alone. This is the relationship that 
the vast majority of individuals have with taxes. Our goal in this book is 
to help you think differently about taxes and tax planning. We want to 
demonstrate that, as real estate investors, you can use specific strategies 
that are designed to help you take control of your tax bill and keep more 
of your hard-earned money. 

We know that the tax man comes around each and every year. So in-
stead of burying our heads in the sand and waiting until the last minute 
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to confront the tax man, why not take a different approach? What would 
life be like if we did not fear taxes but instead embraced them? What if 
we turned the tables on the IRS and made the tax law work for us instead 
of against us? 

Judge Learned Hand once said that “In America, there are two tax 
systems: one for the informed and one for the uninformed. Both are le-
gal.” He is exactly right: The U.S. tax system does have different results 
for different taxpayers. The truth is that tax law is not designed to be 
fair. This may be hard to believe, but even two taxpayers who make the 
same amount of income may pay very different amounts in taxes. Don’t 
believe us? Let's take Bill and Allen, for example.  

Bill makes $95,000 of income from his full-time job as an engineer. 
His only deduction is the standard deduction that the government allows 
each year. Between federal income taxes, state income taxes, and payroll 
taxes, he is paying up to 40 percent in taxes. 

His friend Allen, on the other hand, makes $95,000 of rental income 
from his various properties. As you may have guessed, the tax code is 
filled with perks and loopholes that Allen can take advantage of. He can 
write off his business-related car expenses, home office expenses, busi-
ness travel and meals, and depreciation expense, to name a few. After all 
is said and done, Allen pays zero federal income taxes, zero state income 
taxes, and zero payroll taxes. 

Both taxpayers make $95,000. One pays 40 percent in taxes and the 
other one pays no taxes at all. Does this seem fair? Of course not. As 
we have said before, the tax law is not intended to be fair. Instead, it is 
designed to elicit certain behaviors by providing tax benefits for those 
behaviors. Knowing that the United States tax system is not fair, we as 
taxpayers have a decision to make: Who do we want to be? Bill or Allen? 
Do we want to lose close to half of our hard-earned money to taxes every 
single year? Or do we want to use the tax code to our advantage and start 
to shift our behavior to help reduce our tax burden every year? 

You may be thinking: Who doesn’t want to be like Allen? Being able to 
live off of rental income without needing to work, and paying no taxes in 
the meantime? As ideal as that seems, I just don’t know how that can ever 
apply to my situation. 

If real estate is one of your investment vehicles, it is possible to achieve 
optimal tax savings with proper planning. Anyone has the ability to 
change their tax profile, but as with many things in life, it often takes 
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time to change. You may not be able to go from paying 50 percent taxes 
to paying no taxes immediately this year. In fact, for the vast majority 
of you reading this book, your tax bill may not be completely eliminated 
this year. However, with proper planning, you do have the ability to reach 
optimal tax savings in the long run. 

There is a saying that someone is sitting in the shade today because 
someone planted a tree many years ago. The same can be applied to-
ward taxes. We should take the time now to empower ourselves with 
the tax-savings tools that are available to us. Taxes saved means more 
money that we can use to invest and grow our wealth in tax-efficient 
investments. With the tax-efficient income we generate, we can invest 
in more real estate and generate more tax-efficient income. Before long, 
we may be in a position to make taxes work for us instead of us working 
to pay our taxes. 

As we mentioned before, anyone can change their tax profile and start 
to reduce their taxes. To demonstrate that, let’s see how someone like Bill 
can apply this concept to help reduce his own taxes.

From Lazy Assets to Tax-Saving Investments
Year after year, Bill would always over-withhold on his paychecks. He 
simply loved the idea of the IRS sending him a refund check every year. 
To Bill, the larger the refund check, the better he felt he did on his tax 
filing. When we met Bill for the first time, we told him that getting a large 
refund was not the best tax strategy. In fact, it was a terrible idea and 
not a strategy at all! Just because Bill overpaid and received a refund did 
not mean that Bill reduced his taxes. What it meant is that he made an 
interest-free loan to the IRS. 

Last year, Bill received a $20,000 refund once his taxes were filed. In 
our first meeting with Bill, we told him that his $20,000 refund was what 
we consider to be a “lazy asset.” In other words, it did not generate any re-
turns. With our advice, Bill decided to reduce his paycheck withholdings. 
As a result, he had more cash on hand each month. Instead of giving an 
interest-free loan to the IRS, Bill kept that $20,000 during the year and 
utilized it as a down payment and bought a $100,000 rental property. By 
putting that $20,000 lazy asset to work, Bill made $8,500 of rental income 
that he otherwise would not have earned if he had continued to prepay 
his taxes to the IRS.
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As an investor, Bill was on a new path toward tax savings. He was 
able to take full advantage of the loopholes in the tax code that he was not 
otherwise able to utilize before. He could reduce his taxes with legitimate 
business write-offs such as car, travel, meals, home office, and depreci-
ation. With the right tax plan in place, Bill was able to wipe out the taxes 
on the $8,500 of his rental income. He could keep the entire $8,500 that 
he made without paying part of it to the IRS this year.  

With some additional planning using some of the strategies we cover 
in this book, we were also able to help Bill supersize his write-offs where 
an additional loss of $20,000 was created. These losses were then utilized 
to offset Bill’s taxes from his W-2 income. At a federal and state income 
tax rate of just under 40 percent, the $20,000 additional loss could save 
Bill another $8,000 in taxes. 

By shifting his tax dollars to real estate investments, this small 
change resulted in $16,500 of additional cash in his pocket. What could 
Bill do with that additional cash? Well, maybe he could consider utilizing 
that as a down payment to purchase another $100,000 rental property to 
create even more tax-efficient income. 

At first glance, it may have seemed impossible for Bill to take advan-
tage of the tax code. As a full-time employee with no investments, Bill 
appeared to be out of luck. But with even such a small shift, Bill was 
starting to utilize the tax code to his advantage. If Bill is able to replicate 
this strategy year after year, it may not be long before he can have enough 
rental income to replace his earnings from his job. He may then be in a 
position to live tax efficiently, just like his friend Allen.

As you can see, the tax code can be cracked. It can be utilized to work 
for you instead of working against you. Is it easy to crack the tax code? 
Unfortunately, the answer is no. Just as the tax code is filled with loop-
holes that can save you lots in taxes, it is also filled with land mines and 
pitfalls that can trap your tax dollars. Can it be done by the average real 
estate investor? Absolutely. 

To crack the tax code and have it work for your benefit, there are a few 
initial points that you should understand:

#1: Don’t Be Afraid
Yes, taxes can be intimidating. Let’s face it, with the tax code being over 
2,600 pages and thousands more in regulations, court cases, and rulings, it 
is nearly impossible for anyone to claim they are an expert on all things taxes. 
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If you have no financial background, taxes may seem like a completely 
foreign language. The first step to cracking the tax code is to understand 
that you will not know everything there is to know about taxes. No one 
does. Not even the most renowned CPAs in the country. The good news, 
though, is that the majority of what is in the tax law probably has no 
impact on your situation. You don’t need to worry about understanding 
farming taxation or manufacturing rules. If you are a real estate investor, 
only a few sections of the tax law may apply to you, and as long as you 
have a basic understanding of those sections, you are ahead of the game.  

#2: Know the Basics
Although you don’t need to know all things tax-related in order to crack 
the tax code, you do need to have a general understanding of tax law to 
have taxes work for you. You should, for example, learn some of the tax 
sections that provide benefits specifically for investors. Knowing some of 
the real estate–specific tax benefits—such as depreciation, tax-deferred 
exchanges, real estate professional status, and self-directed investing—
can be significant to you as an investor. 

We’re not saying that you need to know all the depreciation rules 
and regulations. You don’t necessarily need to know how to calculate 
depreciation or even how many years to depreciate every single asset. 
Knowing the basics simply means that you should generally understand 
how depreciation works, and more important, how depreciation can help 
you reduce taxes. 

The goal here is not for you to become a CPA or to teach others tax 
strategies. Rather, you need to know enough that you can ask your tax 
advisor the right questions. 

#3: Know When to Ask Questions
If cracking the tax code starts by empowering yourself with a basic under-
standing of relevant tax benefits, then the next action item is to make sure 
you have a team of tax experts who can help you take advantage of those tax 
benefits. They can also help keep you updated on the latest strategies that 
are available as tax law changes. One of the reasons no one can claim to be 
an expert in all things taxes is the constant change. Many people are excited 
to hear of highly publicized changes such as tax reform or tax overhaul, 
but in reality, tax law changes throughout the year. In fact, on any given 
day, a tax court can make a decision that alters or redefines the way a law 
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should be interpreted. Those little-known changes can be just as impactful 
as those that are highly publicized in the national media. 

Many investors like to search online for tax-saving solutions. Type in 
“tax strategies for real estate investors” and you’ll come across hundreds 
of thousands of articles on this topic. Be careful if you are thinking of 
implementing a strategy by yourself that you learn online. Tax planning 
is not a do-it-yourself activity. A strategy that worked for your neighbor 
could end up being worthless to you if you miss any of the underlying 
details. 

Does this mean that, as an investor, you need to sign up for news up-
dates on tax changes? Of course not. However, it does mean that if real es-
tate is one of your main wealth-building vehicles, your tax advisor should 
be someone who specializes in the real estate arena and is up-to-date on 
the latest tax changes with respect to real estate. Your job is simply to 
ask the right questions and leverage the expertise of your tax advisors. 

When we talk about asking questions, we don’t just mean you should be 
the one asking questions. Your tax advisor should be asking you questions 
as well. For example, when you discuss purchasing a property, your tax 
advisor should be asking you, How do you plan to finance the property? 
How much do you expect to earn from this property? Will there be other 
partners involved? How long do you plan to hold on to the property? And 
what will be your exit strategy for this property? The answers to these 
questions will help your tax advisor develop a tax-saving plan for you.

#4: Plan Ahead
As you may have guessed, tax savings don’t just happen by chance. They 
happen by design with careful and continuous planning. The next step 
to cracking the tax code is to plan ahead. 

There is a major difference between tax planning and tax preparation. 
Tax preparation is simply reporting to the IRS what you did last year. If 
all you wanted to do was pay your taxes and be done with it, you could 
easily utilize a free online tax software. Tax preparation is when you sit 
in front of your tax preparer in April and tell them for the first time that 
you sold a property last year for a large gain. You hope they may have a 
strategy to help you reduce taxes, but they tell you it’s too late. They sim-
ply enter in all the income and expenses you provide for last year and give 
you the bad news of how much you need now to pay the IRS. 

You are reading this book because you want more than that. You want 
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to be proactive in reducing your taxes. You are looking for a tax strategist 
to plan ahead with you during the year to see what can be done now to re-
duce your taxes in the future. You want a tax advisor to walk you through 
what is tax deductible and what is not. For the items that may or may 
not be deductible, you want to know what can be done to turn them into 
legitimate business expenses. The truth is that there are tax deductions 
everywhere; you just need to know how to take advantage of them legally. 

Many people have the misconception that tax planning is for the super 
wealthy. That unless you have millions of dollars in income or assets, 
tax planning is a waste of time and money. It may surprise you that tax 
planning often has nothing to do with how much money you make. For 
example, we had a client who had no income and a lot of tax losses after 
claiming depreciation and write-offs on their rentals. Although they had 
no income in that year to reduce taxes, one strategy we implemented was 
to utilize their tax losses to convert a large chunk of their taxable retire-
ment money into tax-free Roth money. Instead of wasting the tax losses, 
we helped them take full advantage of the losses by moving money from 
a taxable bucket into a permanently tax-free bucket for them. How would 
you like to have tax-free money for the rest of your life? Or how would 
you like to leave tax-free money to your children and grandchildren so 
they never have to pay taxes on that income? 

Although tax planning is not limited to those with very high income, 
it often does have a lot to do with what “type” of income you make. For-
tunately for us, the tax code heavily favors real estate investors. As an 
investor, you may have heard that there are many wonderful tax perks 
and loopholes available for us. However, it is important to understand 
that since the tax law favors real estate investors, it does not mean that 
your taxes will magically go down because you invest in real estate. You 
must know how to find the strategies, which strategies work in your 
unique situation, and more important, how to implement them correctly. 

#5: Make Tax Savings Part of Your Daily Life
Tax planning does not mean speaking with your tax advisors once during 
the year and never calling them again until tax time. One of the easiest 
ways to significantly reduce your taxes is to create systems that will help 
you to consider taxes as part of your everyday decisions. 

For example, when you are purchasing paper and stamps at your 
local office supply store, ask yourself whether these are items that are 
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ordinary and necessary to you as a real estate investor. If the answer is 
yes, keep a copy of that receipt and make sure to track that expense as a 
tax-deductible item. If you are planning a vacation and also planning to 
look at some investment properties, make sure to speak with your tax 
advisor before booking your travel plans. This helps to ensure that you 
maximize your tax write-off on that upcoming trip. As an investor, you 
should contact your tax advisor before selling any investment proper-
ties. If you are selling the properties for a gain, there may be strategies 
to defer taxes, as well as strategies to offset the taxes. If you are selling 
for a loss, there may be strategies to help you take the best advantage of 
those losses to create the largest tax refund. 

Making taxes part of your daily life does not mean you have to walk 
around thinking about taxes all day long. All it takes is a little bit of prac-
tice to keep taxes in the back of your mind. Tax planning needs to be 
done proactively during the year to get the intended results. As indicated 
previously, tax law changes throughout the year. Your financial situa-
tion will likely change throughout the year as well. Tax rates, amounts, 
limitations, and loopholes are also constantly changing. To keep up to 
date with the latest tax rates and tax breaks, please visit our site at www.
keystonecpa.com to make sure you have access to the latest information. 

Whether you are an investor who’s been in the industry for decades or 
a brand-new investor just starting out, the tax code is filled with strate-
gies and loopholes designed to help protect your hard-earned money. If 
you currently don’t have a plan to reduce taxes, then you will likely end up 
using the plan the IRS has in store for you, which effectively is a plan to 
pay the most taxes possible. To have an effective tax plan means finding 
legal ways to minimize your taxes and to protect your assets.

Can the tax code be broken and used to our advantage as real estate 
investors? Yes. Can we plan proactively to utilize legal tax benefits to 
control our tax bill? Absolutely. The rest of this book is filled with stories 
that showcase just how powerful these strategies can be and how to use 
them correctly to protect your hard-earned money.  
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CHAPTER 1

TAX REFORM AND THE SAVVY 
REAL ESTATE INVESTOR

“There may be liberty and justice for all, but there 
are tax breaks only for some.” 

—MARTIN A. SULLIVAN

After more than thirty years, the United States has finally enacted one of 
the most comprehensive tax changes in recent history. Its official name 
is “The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017,” although we will refer to it simply 
as “tax reform” in this book. As you may have already guessed, the high-
ly anticipated tax reform left some taxpayers as winners and others as 
losers. Fortunately, real estate investors clearly fell within the winners’ 
group. You may already know that, historically speaking, real estate in-
vestors have enjoyed some of the best tax loopholes within the tax code, 
but tax reform actually took the tax benefits to a whole new level. From 
larger deductions to tax-free income, it has never been more tax efficient 
to be a real estate investor than it is today. In fact, there is a brand-new 
tax break called the Opportunity Zone to which we have dedicated an 
entire chapter later in the book. 


